SAT and ACT Preparation

Workforce Development and Continuing Education | Spring 2021

► Online Zoom classes
► Practice with real tests
► Ease test stress
► Boost test-taking confidence
► Interactive classes
► Great prices

ACT Preparation

ACT Prep
This course is designed for anyone preparing to take the ACT. It is intended to strengthen test-taking skills in order to increase scores. Focus is on familiarization with ACT-type questions, developing test-taking strategies, managing test panic, increasing confidence and speed. A review of test content includes algebra, geometry, trigonometry, science, reading comprehension, grammar, and essay writing. Daily practice with ACT test sections. Textbook required at first class; details available at the campus bookstore. TWA

Course: SAT004 30 Hours
255 + 130 fee = 385; NMR add 160

Structured Remote
CRN#: 34100 8 Sessions  S U
1/9-1/31  9 a.m.-1 p.m.
CRN#: 34101 8 Sessions  S U
3/6-3/28  9 a.m.-1 p.m.

SAT Preparation

SAT Preparation
This course will teach you how to attack the SAT..and win! You will become familiar with SAT questions, develop test-taking strategies, manage test panic, increase your confidence and speed, and get a review of test content. Textbook required at first class and is available for purchase at campus bookstores. TWA

Course: SAT001 30 Hours
255 + 130 fee = 385; NMR add 160

Structured Remote
CRN#: 34096 10 Sessions  T R
2/2-3/4  5-8:15 p.m.
CRN#: 34097 8 Sessions  S U
2/6-2/28  9 a.m.-1 p.m.
CRN#: 34098 10 Sessions  T R
4/6-5/6  5-8:15 p.m.
CRN#: 34099 8 Sessions  S U
4/10-5/2  9 a.m.-1 p.m.
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Laura Weihrauch
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